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Quantum experiments with complex objects are of fundamental interest as they allow to quantitatively trace
the quantum-to-classical transition under the influence of various interactions between the quantum object and
its environment. We briefly review the present status of matter wave interferometry and decoherence studies
with large molecules and focus in particular on the challenges for novel beam methods for molecular quantum
optics with clusters, macromolecules or nanocrystals.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recent years have seen tremendous progress in experiments
demonstrating the very foundations of quantum physics with
systems of rather large size and complexity. The present arti-
cle focuses on matter wave interferometry, which clearly vi-
sualizes the essence of the quantum superposition principle
for position states of massive particles. Related experiments
have been pursued for more than seventy years by now. First
demonstrated in the diffraction of electrons [1] as well as with
atoms and dimer molecules [2] the delocalized behavior of
matter has recently also been studied in mesoscopic systems.
The coherent dynamics of large ultra-cold ensembles of Bose
condensed atoms [3] as well as the interferometry of elec-
trons – be it using magnetic edge states [4] or superconduct-
ing circuits [5] in cold solids – are famous examples for that.
Our own work expands the range of related experiments into
the realm of hot covalently bound molecules, currently with
masses up to 1600 u, and internal temperatures as high as a
more than thousand Kelvin.

First studies on the diffraction of large molecules followed
the very idea of Young’s double slit experiment [6], and were
successfully performed both with hot C60 fullerene mole-
cules [7] and with cold He clusters [8]. In order to extend
these investigations for objects of even higher mass and com-
plexity many new techniques had to and still have to be devel-
oped. Any coherence experiment requires a suitable source,
an optimized interferometer design and an efficient detector.
It is also of particular importance to identify and eliminate
possible causes of decoherence, which will limit the observ-
ability of genuine quantum phenomena.

In the present paper we summarize the status of coher-
ence and decoherence experiments with big molecules in Sec-
tion II. Section III is then dedicated to ideas and experiments
exploring both laser desorption and electrospray methods for
generating beams from small bio-dyes, such as porphyrins,
up to proteins and nanocrystals. We discuss the present chal-
lenges and future prospects of such sources for quantum ex-
periments with nanosized material.
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FIG. 1: Talbot Lau interferometry with molecules. a) G1 prepares
the required spatial coherence for diffraction at G2. The emerging
interference pattern is scanned by the spatially resolving mask G3.
b) Collisions with residual gas molecules result in an entanglement
between the colliding partners but also in a recoil of the diffracting
molecule. c) Thermal emission of light is an intriguing aspect of
molecular decoherence. As in the collision example, interference be-
comes unobservable if the shared information suffices (in principle)
to locate the molecule inside the interferometer.

II. STATUS OF COHERENCE AND DECOHERENCE
EXPERIMENTS WITH MOLECULES

In contrast to double-slit far-field diffraction, which is the
textbook example for the demonstration of the wave nature
of light or matter, our recent experiments have always em-
ployed near-field Talbot-Lau interferometry [9–11]. Its main
advantages are two-fold: On the one hand it offers a more
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than thousand-fold higher material throughput and count rate.
This is due to the fact that this particular setup can accept
uncollimated, i.e. spatially incoherent, input beams. On the
other hand near-field effects have a good mass-scaling behav-
ior: at a given interferometer length, the required diffraction
grating constant decreases only with

√
λdB instead of λdB, as

was already emphasized by Clauser [12]. For our experiments
with Fullerenes, to be reported below, this means for instance
that we could work with a grating period of 1000 nm in the
near-field while we had to use a 100 nm structure for far-field
diffraction of the same molecular beam.

The idea of our setup is shown in Fig. 1a). Uncollimated,
but velocity selected (∆v/v∼ 10−15%) molecules pass a first
grating which imprints a spatial periodicity of 990 nm onto the
transverse beam profile. The grating openings of 450 nm im-
pose a spatial coherence on the beam, which suffices to coher-
ently illuminate a few neighboring slits on the second grating.
Diffraction at this second structure leads to a periodic molecu-
lar density pattern at the position of the third grating. The pe-
riod of the emerging interference pattern, turns out to be equal
to the grating constant if the distance L between subsequent
gratings corresponds to the Talbot length LT = g2/λ [14, 15].
In order to prove the existence of the interference fringes and
to quantitatively assess the visibility we scan the third grating
transversely across the molecular beam. Whenever the density
pattern and the mask have synchronized positions a maximal
number of molecules can pass the grating and move on to the
detector. Else they are partially blocked by the grating and
the count rate is decreased. The resulting interference pattern
is shown in Fig. 2. A complete proof of the wave nature of
matter also has to verify that the observed molecular density
pattern depends on the wavelength, i.e. on the velocity of the
molecules. And this has indeed be shown quantitatively in our
experiments [16].

Using this setup we could successfully demonstrate the
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FIG. 2: Interference fringes of tetraphenylprophyrin after passage
through the Talbot Lau interferometer. The contrast of about 30% in
this particular picture is as high as expected for the given interferom-
eter geometry and molecular velocity distribution[13].

wave-nature of various large molecules [13], among them the
fullerenes C70, the biodye tetraphenylporphyrin (TPP) as well
as the fluorinated fullerene C60F48, shown in Fig. 3. The ex-
periments clearly prove that the quantum superposition prin-
ciple still holds for rather complex objects.

But we can also investigate in a quantitative way under
which circumstances molecules will appear as classical balls.
The corresponding work has already been published in great
detail [13, 17–19]. We will therefore only briefly summarize
the general idea of these experiments. Our experiment is a
pure ’de Broglie interferometer’, i.e. the internal state of the
particle is the same in all possible arms. But which-path infor-
mation can be obtained by emission or scattering of particles.
It turns out that collisions with molecules in the background
gas of the vacuum chamber is a most naturally occurring deco-
herence scheme in matter wave interferometry. The colliding
particle changes its path in dependence on the exact location
of the binary encounter and thus carries information about the
collision point (see Fig. 1b). But even in the absence of any
residual gas decoherence can occur if the interfering object
is sufficiently complex and hot. Such a molecule may emit
thermal light, ranging from the visible to the infrared domain.
A single photon with a wavelength comparable to the separa-
tion of two superposed wave-packets of the diffracting mole-
cule suffices to transmit precise information about the location
of the emitting particle and thus to destroy the interference
pattern. With increasing temperature the probability of pho-
ton emission increases and the average wavelength decreases.
Both effects smoothly reduce the molecular interference con-
trast.

From quantitative experiments with a number of different
background gases as well as from our thermal investigations
with Fullerenes we conclude that the decoherence limits of
matter interferometry are still several orders of magnitude
away from realistic technical limitations for earth-bound ex-
periments. It is therefore highly desirable to develop new
sources which are suitable for coherence studies with much
larger species than those used so far.

C , 720 u70 Porphyrin, 614 u C F , 1632 u60 48

FIG. 3: Gallery of molecules that showed their wave-nature
in Talbot-Lau interferometry. Left: Fullerene, C70. Mid-
dle: Tetraphenylporphyrin, a variant of a typical biodye.
Right:Fluorofullerene C60F48.
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III. TOWARDS NEW SOURCES FOR QUANTUM
EXPERIMENTS WITH LARGE MOLECULES

A. General considerations

In the previous paragraph we have avoided technical details
such as how to make fullerenes, how to bring them into the
gas phase, how to improve the coherence of the beam or how
to detect the molecules. In the present section we want to
focus on one particularly challenging point and discuss the
source requirements for coherence experiments with objects
containing several hundred to hundred thousand atoms.

It is clear that the requirements on the source quality are
much affected by our detection capabilities. An interfero-
gram, composed of 10,000 particles detected in the right place
and in a narrow velocity interval could already yield a suf-
ficiently good signal-to-noise ratio to create an interference
pattern.

But, for instance the electron impact ionization schemes
employed in the latest molecule interference experiments [13]
had a total detection efficiency of only 0.00001...0.001 and
even our laser ionization method did not register more than
a few percent of all fullerenes [20]. More promising record-
ing schemes, based on optical and surface probe methods, are
currently being investigated.

Also the particular interferometer that we choose will
strongly affect the source requirements. It has already been
mentioned that near-field interferometry is superior to far-field
diffraction as it does not require a collimated beam. The count
rate in the near-field setup [16] exceeded that of the far-field
[7] by a bit more than a factor one thousand in our successful
experiments with C70.

Even for a fixed interferometer type, subtle technical details
– such as regularity of the available nanomechanically fabri-
cated gratings – will determine the useful grating area and thus
the totally transmitted number of molecules.

These arguments already show that any specific experimen-
tal prediction has to consider all details with great care. In
the following we can therefore only describe qualitatively the
prospects and challenges, which have to be sorted out in our
ongoing exploration of new sources for matter interferometry.

Volatilizing massive objects is generally an outstanding
task, as the high mass, the large polarizability or even per-
manent dipole moments of many nanosized particles usually
let these objects stick to their neighbors. And even if the par-
ticles can be brought into the gas phase, there are still several
conditions to be fulfilled to make them useful for coherence
experiments.

a. The beam flux should be high and sufficiently stable
in order to get a good signal-to-noise ratio and to minimize
the influence of drifts and vibrations in interferometers with
nanosized diffraction structures. But for the sake of the ar-
gument of single-particle interference the beam density has
also to remain sufficiently small. In our recent fullerene ex-
periments the average beam density was as low as 1000 cm−3.
The corresponding average separation between two molecules
of 1 mm exceeds the range of typical van der Waals forces by
about a factor one thousand.

b. The beam velocity should be small in order to achieve
long de Broglie wavelengths and large diffraction angles.
However slowing of molecules is still an outstanding exper-
imental challenge and longitudinal slowing alone will not im-
prove the source quality as it degrades the beam collimation.

c. The beam divergence in far-field grating diffraction
must be smaller than the diffraction angle. This is summarized
by the condition Θcoll < h/gmv, with Θcoll the collimation an-
gle, m and v the mass and the velocity of the diffracted parti-
cle and g the period of the diffraction grating. For fullerenes at
200 m/s the required collimation was as small as 20 µrad. This
criterion can also be written as vT < h/gm indicating that the
transverse velocity must be very small. In far-field diffrac-
tion of the fullerenes vT was as small as 2 mm/s given by the
tight collimation. If we were to achieve such a small trans-
verse velocity by genuine cooling this would correspond to
a temperature below T < h2/g2mkB, i.e. several microkelvin
(!) for the case mentioned above. This has to be contrasted
with the present source temperature of about 1000 K, which
is required for sublimating Fullerenes to sufficient vapor pres-
sures. In near-field interferometry the collimation was often
limited to about 1 mrad [13, 16]. This was mainly determined
by the available detector size. But also other technical restric-
tions, such as the largest useful size of available mechanical
nanostructures currently limit the divergence angle to a few
mrad.

d. The longitudinal velocity spread has to be suffi-
ciently small to avoid chromatic phase averaging of the in-
terferogram. Minimizing ∆v is also particularly important in
the presence of external force fields, such as the gravitational
field of the earth or the van der Waals potential between the in-
terfering molecule and the wall of the diffraction grating. The
corresponding beam deflection in itself can be calibrated and
even be used for measuring the deflecting potentials. How-
ever, a significant velocity spread will cause an incoherent av-
erage of shifted interference patterns, which reduces the inter-
ference contrast. Both the longitudinal and transverse velocity
spread can easily be limited using various selection methods.
But the available phase space density in the beam will set a
limit, as in the end a finite count rate must also be maintained.

e. Monodispersity, i.e. the presence of a single type of
particles in the beam, is a desirable but not an indispensable
source criterion. Postselection and identification can also be
realized in the detector using either mass or fluorescence spec-
troscopy.

f. Vacuum compatibility is important for near-field in-
terferometers with molecules beyond the 1000 u range. Pres-
sures significantly better than 10−7 mbar are required to avoid
collisional decoherence (see [17, 21]). For proteins this value
has to be decreased by up to two orders of magnitude. The
source must therefore usually be separated from the inter-
ferometer through one or even several differential pumping
stages.

g. Neutral molecules appear to be least affected by
electro-magnetic dephasing and decoherence. It is therefore
most natural to insist on neutrality. On the other hand, we will
see below that it is much easier to fulfill some of the other
requirements if we accept charged particles – at least in some
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FIG. 4: Mass Spectrum of thermally laser desorbed neutral porphyrin
which was subsequently ionized using a second pulsed uv laser. The
graph shows that a rather monodisperse, intense signal can be gener-
ated and detected.

stage of the experiment.
Both the physics of molecular beams [22] as well as exper-

iments with ultra-cold atomic beams [23] are well-established
by now. And all our macromolecule interference experiments
up to date were performed with a conventional effusive source
in which a solid material was sublimated at elevated tempera-
tures.

However this simple technique seems not be applicable to
particles beyond 10.000 u and none of the presently known
beam manipulation methods fulfills already all of the above
mentioned criteria for particles in this high-mass regime. In
particular the application of various laser cooling schemes,
which turned out to be the key to the success of cold atom ex-
periments, is largely hampered by the complex internal struc-
ture of large molecules.

In the following we will briefly discuss two methods whose
potential for quantum experiments is currently being ex-
plored: electrospray ionization and laser desorption. They are
adopted from mass spectroscopy where they are widely used
for the volatilization of macromolecular ion beams [24, 25].

B. Laser desorption

1. Thermal laser desorption, TLD

Particles with both a high thermal stability and a high opti-
cal absorption cross section can be evaporated from bulk ma-
terial using a short laser pulse.

Figure 4 shows a mass spectrum of tetraphenylporphyrin
(TPP) which was volatilized by a N2-laser pulse (337 nm) fo-
cused to 200 µm at a pulse energy of ∼ 30µJ. A large frac-
tion of the porphyrins was neutral and could be detected us-
ing multiphoton ionization by a second pulsed uv laser beam
(λ = 266 nm, spot diameter 1 mm, pulse energy 60 µJ, pulse

duration 5 ns). The most probable velocity of the emerging
porphyrin beam was rather slow (270 m/s) in TLD.

This direct ablation scheme is also successfully applied to
tripeptides and other small biomolecules but it is generally
believed not to work with biomolecules beyond m=2000 u,
mainly because of their thermo-lability. As we will see it may
however be extended to larger masses in combination with
suitable cooling techniques. But let us first briefly verify if
direct laser ablation of TPP already fulfills the beam criteria
which we listed above.

The beam flux and detection efficiency in the present exper-
iment were such that we could record signals as high as 3 Volt
in the TOF spectrometer. Using an improved ion amplifier and
integrating over a few shots it seems realistic to reach a noise
level of 100 µV and a signal-to-noise value of 30,000. The
beam velocity of 270 m/s fixes the full length of a Talbot-Lau
interferometer to 5.5 cm, provided that we use diffraction grat-
ings with a period of 257 nm, as currently available in the lab.
The beam divergence for such a short interferometer with a de-
tector width of 1 mm corresponds to 18 mrad. This is accept-
able for an interferometer with three thin (< 500 nm) material
gratings. If we replaced the central nanofabricated grating by
an optical phase grating [15, 26], the divergence would have
to be limited to 2 mrad in order to guarantee that the molecules
do not cross the optical wells in the transverse direction. The
longitudinal velocity spread should be limited to ∆v/v < 10%.
With a distance of say 100 mm between the source and the de-
tector the velocity selection is already 1%, which is certainly
good enough. The mechanical stability of such a compact sys-
tem should be superior to the existing interferometer setups.
The monodispersity of the beam is already rather good and
it is not really required because of the mass selection in the
TOF-detector. The method is also inherently vacuum compat-
ible. The sample powder is situated in high vacuum and can
be coupled to an ultra-high vacuum system. Also the neu-
trality condition is clearly fulfilled. Finally we have to take
into account the following signal-reducing factors: The im-
proved velocity selection will lower the present signal by a
factor of three. The increased distance between source and
detection enters quadratically and adds another factor of nine.
The transmission of a set of three material gratings reduces
the signal by a factor of roughly 125. Replacing the central
nanofabricated grating by an optical phase grating will im-
prove the transmission by a factor of five but it requires also a
ten-fold improved beam collimation.

Summarizing, it seems that an interferometer for biodyes
and possibly small polypeptides (such as the tripeptide
Tyrosin-Tryptophan-Glycin) could already be realized us-
ing the present source characteristics. Interferometry with
polypeptides offers two interesting new perspectives to mat-
ter interferometry as they possess both a handedness and a
dipole moment. Their influence on decoherence has not yet
been evaluated in any experiment but it is expected to be also
relevant for larger polypeptides and proteins.
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2. Extensions of laser desorption

Laser desorption of larger biomolecules seems to require
additional cooling methods in order to suppress thermal frag-
mentation of these labile, floppy objects. Up to now two stan-
dard technics have been developed: Matrix assisted laser des-
orption (MALD) reduces the heat transfer to the analyte mole-
cules by embedding them into an organic matrix which ab-
sorbs most of the desorbing laser energy and which entrains
and cools the analyte molecules in its own thermal expan-
sion. In contrast to that, jet expanded thermal laser desorption
(JETLD) starts with desorption from a pure analyte sample
which is then cooled by a stream of cold and rapidly expand-
ing noble gas.

a. Matrix assisted laser desorption Here the analyte
molecules, such as the proteins of interest, are embedded
into an organic matrix for example dihydroxy benzoic acid,
DHB, with a typical concentration below c = 10−3. The inci-
dent laser light is then mainly absorbed by the matrix mole-
cules which evaporate and carry the large analyte molecules
with them. The expansion process provides also sufficient
cooling so that MALDI is actually capable of volatilizing
singly charged thermolabile molecules with masses well be-
yond 105 amu.

Our own setup is presently optimized for particles up to
50000 amu, which includes also protein clusters. This is
demonstrated in Fig 6 which shows a series of bovine in-
sulin including a range of polymers between the monomer at
5735 amu up to the hexamer at 34400 amu.

The matrix not only cools but also enhances the ioniza-
tion of the embedded molecules. Still, more than 99% of the
analyte molecules remain neutral. The vast majority of the
charged fraction carries only one single charge. And only
those molecules are usually studied in mass spectroscopy,
whereas the neutral fraction is the interesting part for mole-
cule interferometry.

MALD thus has some very promising properties but it also
poses several important challenges for quantum optical appli-
cations. First of all, the beam divergence is usually rather
high[27], typically up to 1 rad. In contrast to the ions which
can be collected and guided by electric fields, the neutrals
therefore spread out and their flux decreases roughly quadrati-
cally with the distance from the desorption region. Transverse
cooling of molecular beams is still a challenge, and collimat-

Laser

Matrix

Analyte

FIG. 5: Principle of matrix assisted laser desorption.

ing the beam to below 1 mrad is therefore tantamount to cut-
ting the signal by a factor of 106. Also, the typical beam veloc-
ity and velocity spread is rather high, with v = 200...1000 m/s
and ∆v≥ 300 m/s. Selecting to ∆v/v∼ 1% will therefore fur-
ther reduce the signal by a factor 100. The presence of three
small-slit interference gratings would enter again with the fac-
tor 125 as before. With a surface density of 109/cm2 analyte
molecules in a source monolayer, 5 desorbed monolayers per
shot and 10 shots per second and a desorption area of about
1 mm2, we expect of the order of 0.01 molecules per second
in the detector. Even if the detector can fully exploit the beam
angle and if it has a detection efficiency close to unity, the in-
tegration time would be too long to keep the interferometer
stable. However, several parameters still have to and can be
improved, among them the particle density in the source, the
repetition rate of the desorption process and probably also the
transverse temperature.

b. Jet expanded laser desorption, JETLD, The analyte
density can be easily enhanced by three to four orders of mag-
nitude if we omit the matrix. And the molecules can still be
cooled if we add a supersonic expansion of a carrier which
entrains the desorbed proteins. JETLD is successfully used
by various groups (e.g. [28, 29]) up to particles as large as in-
sulin [30]. The main advantage of this method is the overall
collisional cooling. The internal temperature can be signifi-
cantly lowered, the beam divergence is reduced and also the
longitudinal velocity spread can shrink down to a few percent.
However, the external carrier gas cannot reduce the longitu-
dinal velocity which even for cold and heavy noble gases is
limited to above 300 m/s. But recent developments of a new
variant of Talbot Lau interferometry [15] with mixed material
and optical gratings (’MOM-TLI’) with periods in the range of
250 nm are rather promising and are expected to enable near-
field interference with objects in the mass range of insulin, up
to velocities as high as 300 m/s.
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FIG. 6: MALDI of insulin: The full insulin series from the monomer
up to the hexamer can be observed as quite monodisperse singly
charged ions.
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C. Electrosprays

Electrospray Ionization (ESI) is the second of the two
main standard techniques for generating macromolecular
beams [25, 31]. Due to its non-thermal, soft character it allows
volatilizing proteins, nanocrystals and even whole viruses [32]
without any major fragmentation.
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FIG. 7: Electrospray process. Highly charged droplets are formed
at the tip of the electrospray needle. Repeated evaporation of the
solvent and Coulomb fissions rapidly reduce the size of the droplets.

For this method, analyte molecules are dissolved in a po-
lar liquid at concentrations of typically c= 1×10−6...1×10−3

and filled into a thin needle with an inner tip diameter of a
few µm. The needle is connected to a voltage of 1...4 kV and
positioned in a few millimeters distance to the vacuum inlet
hole which also serves as a counter electrode. At high elec-
tric fields an imbalance between electro- and hydrodynami-
cal forces finally leads to the formation of a spray. Figure 7
shows both a photograph and a sketch of this process. The
emerging droplets typically have diameters below 1 µm and
they are highly charged. A repeated cycle of ’solvent evapo-
ration’ and ’charge induced fission’ finally leads to the prepa-
ration of many isolated, highly charged and airborne mole-
cules [31]. For many biomolecules the mass to charge ratio is
situated in the range of m/z = 1000...2000 u/e. Correspond-
ingly we detect insulin (m=5735 u) with between two and six
charges on a single molecules. For the green fluorescent pro-
tein (GFP, m=27000 u) we even observe up to 24 charges on a
single particle as shown in Fig. 8. Electrosprays can be oper-
ated in either a positive or negative mode, and desolvate either
protonated (positive) or deprotonated (negative) biomolecules
[33].

Electrospray is a source which explicitly requires ambient
conditions. The heat transfer between the surrounding air and
the solvent droplets is needed to speed up their evaporation.
The detection and characterization of the charged particles
is done using quadrupole mass spectroscopy (QMS). As the
spectrometer is operated under high vacuum the molecular
ions have to be transferred through a three-stage differential
pumping system, as indicated in Fig. 9. An Einzellens system
guides and focuses the ions to the entrance lens of the QMS.

The successful recording of the spectra in Fig. 8 shows that
this can be done rather efficiently – with more than ten mil-
lion insulin ions per second detected by the mass spectrome-
ter. Compared to the initial flux of molecules of 4.0×1010 par-
ticles/s – calculated from a concentration of c=1×10−5 mol/l
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FIG. 8: ESI-QMS Spectra of a: Insulin and b: green fluorescent
protein (GFP). Both molecules show a mass-to-charge distribution
ranging between 1000...2000 u/e.

and a given flow rate of 0.4µl/min – we detect up to 10−3

of all sprayed particles in the mass spectrometer. This is a
conservative number, as the detection efficiency in particular
of massive ions (e.g. GFP) is clearly below unity. More so-
phisticated ion optics in the various pumping stages promises
not only to improve the total ion flux but also the transverse
velocity spread by an estimated order of magnitude [34, 35].
However, ultimate cooling of the molecular ions will require
more advanced techniques such as for instance a cryogenically
cooled multi-pole ion trap.

We see that some important source criteria can be fulfilled
by electrosprays. We can couple a large number of very mas-
sive particles, mass selected into high vacuum. The prospects
for slowing and cooling are even more promising for ions than
for neutrals. However, the main challenge in ESI based exper-
iments on quantum optics is to generate neutral particles. Ion
interferometry is not rendered impossible by any fundamen-
tal law of nature. And indeed, electron [36, 37] and He+-
interferometry [38] have been successfully demonstrated. But
neutralization is currently believed to be essential as the small
diffraction angles of very massive and slow objects might be
easily hidden behind inhomogeneous beam deflections caused
by even very tiny electric stray fields.

D. Neutralization concepts for Electrospray

The emergence of neutral molecules out of the spray
process is still a matter of debate. Although it is obvious, that

ESI Needle                capillary                  Sk1        Sk2   Lens1     Lens2    Lens3      QMS

FIG. 9: Electrospray Vacuum Interface: Three differentially pumped
vacuum stages couple the electrospray at atmospheric pressure to a
quadrupole mass spectrometer in high vacuum. The electrosprayed
ions are guided by an Einzellens system.
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not all dissolved molecules contribute to the measured spray
current, it appears that the majority of neutral particles must
be hidden in remaining liquid droplets or as larger clusters.
Indication for both can be observed when we spray fluores-
cent molecules. And up to now we were not able to detect
any unambiguous proof for a significant remaining fraction of
isolated neutral molecules in the beam. But it may even turn
out to be advantageous to work with charged particles in the
preparation phase and to neutralize them subsequently in air
and/or in vacuo.

Very efficient charge reduction methods have already been
developed in aerosol physics for macromolecules up to the
size of viruses [32, 39]. Charge reduction is achieved via
proton transfer collisions between the electrosprayed particles
and a bipolar ion cloud at atmospheric pressure. This is a very
soft technique, which does not lead to any significant frag-
mentation [40] and which allows to choose the mean charge
state per molecule in a rather controlled way.

However, as mentioned above, a complete neutralization in
air is not desired as this removes the most efficient handle
for guiding, cooling and slowing of the molecules in vacuum.
Also the coupling efficiency to the high vacuum chamber is
dramatically reduced and the molecular total velocity is sig-
nificantly increased if one utilizes airborne neutrals compared
to airborne ions.

It therefore appears advantageous to implement two steps,
using bipolar air for reducing the average charge per molecule
from e.g. 24+ to 1+ at atmospheric pressure, and an in vacuo
mechanism to remove or add a last proton or electron. The
first of the two steps has recently been implemented in our lab
and is currently being optimized.

Various neutralization principles are conceivable in vacuo,
among them ion-ion charge exchange, ion-neutral charge ex-
change, electron attachment, electron detachment (using ei-
ther laser radiation or electron impact), as well as mole-
cule/surface charge exchange.

All these schemes still have to be compared with respect to
four criteria: Firstly, the neutralization should be highly ef-
ficient. Secondly, the structure of the cluster/molecule must
not be modified e.g. by neutralization induced fragmentation.
Thirdly, the momentum transfer during the charge reduction

must be minimal in order to allow the emission of a well-
directed neutral molecular beam e.g. out of a pre-cooled ion
trap. Finally, one has to fulfill the previously discussed vac-
uum compatibility requirements.

Although some of the mentioned neutralization schemes
have already been described in the literature many experi-
mental studies are still needed to identify the most appropriate
technique for future applications in quantum optics.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have demonstrated the wave nature of large complex
molecules, such as fullerenes and biodyes using near-field Tal-
bot Lau interferometry. We have identified important deco-
herence mechanisms for matter waves but we also learn from
our quantitative experiments that neither collisions nor ther-
mal radiation should limit our experiments - at least up to
masses in the range of one million mass units. Our discus-
sion of the technological issues related to novel sources for
quantum optics shows that there is hope to apply laser desorp-
tion to medium sized particles, possibly up to small proteins,
such as insulin. For large proteins, clusters or nanocrystals
ion traps might offer a way to cool these particles, certainly to
cryogenic temperatures (i.e. 4 K), and potentially much lower
using cavity assisted laser cooling schemes [41]. But much
interesting work lies still ahead on the way towards quantum
interference of massive particles.
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